At Lessness, the funding so far has been used to buy in coaches for different sporting activities. This will
continue during 14/15 and we are also hoping to secure some sport activities for before school sessions for
some pupils.
In addition to this, we need to ensure that pupils leaving the school have had their full entitlement to
swimming. For this reason, we intend to arrange a block of swimming for each of the current year 6 classes.
The anticipated costing of this is noted below.
We have already increased the amount of swimming for current year 5 pupils and we will be aiming to
significantly reduce the number of children who are not confident swimmers by the time they leave our school
as a result of these changes.
We have several items of sports equipment to purchase this year and intend to buy in some support from a PE
specialist to ensure that the curriculum has progression and challenge built in as well as range of activities for
children to enjoy.
PE and Sports Grant Funding
2013/14 Allocation (September 13 – August 14): £10,355
Expenditure:
Sports Equipment

£1080

Cricket Coaching

£815

Hockey Coaching

£252

Dance Coaching

£358

Munchkin Sports Activities

£1200

PE Specialist

£400

Progressive Sports (futsal & Zumba)

£313

Bexley Primary Schools’ Sports Council

£50

SUBTOTAL:

£4495

Proposed swimming cost for year 6

£5200 (approx.)

TOTAL:

£9695

Impact of Sport Premium spending
The current year 5 pupils are the first to experience more than a term of swimming. Pool records show that
many pupils have increased their swimming distances through the first few weeks of this term, with some
already swimming double the distance they were swimming at the end of last year.
In the summer term, we were delighted when our football team triumphed in the Bexley Schools football
league and won the competition. We believe that this is the first time in 40 years that Lessness Heath has been
the overall winner. The team were proud to receive their Premier League kits.

